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Universal
Trocar System



Mission

Together with our customers,
we are driven

to make healthcare better.

Designed for simplicity and versatility, our next 
generation trocar system is the latest transbuccal 
instrumentation for intra-oral plate and screw 
application.



Inserting the 
cannula into the 
trocar handle
Pull down on the sliding  
mechanism, insert 
cannula and release the 
slider.  

Inserting 
instruments 
into the cannula
Insert the instrument 
(Trocar or drill guide) 
and twist clockwise to 
engage.    

Attaching the 
Universal cheek 
retractor
Slide mechanism up, 
attach to cannula, and 
release to lock in place.    

Variable cheek 
retractor
Insert onto distal 
end of  cannula, 
then tighten with 
screwdriver.   

Assembly instructions



Light source (for 
variable cheek 
retractor)
Insert fiber optic 
cable into retractor. 

Cheek retractor 
forcep
With jaws open, 
place around  
cannula, then 
clamp down by 
squeezing handles 
inward.   

Plate holding 
forcep
Insert gold Universal 
Mandible Fracture 
plate into plate  
holding slot, clamp 
down to secure plate 
in place, then slide 
distal tip of the trocar 
cannula into the top 
of the forcep (in situ).     

Note: To ensure smooth operation, Stryker recommends the use of silicon free, non-mineral oil based lubricant for 
maintenance of articulated instruments (i.e. sliding mechanism on trocar handle and cheek retractor).

Light source
Insert fiber optic 
cable through
the opening (top) 
in the cheek 
retractor and seat 
the tip of  the 
cable in place.   
Secure the cable 
in the bracket on 
the opposite side.  

Assembly instructions



Trocar instrumentation
Part number  Description
62-00400   Universal Trocar handle, no cannula 
62-00403  Universal Mandible trocar for 62-00400 
62-00408   Universal Variable cheek retracting forcep, with light source 
62-00409   Universal Orthognathic  cannula, for 62-00400, serrated tip 
62-00415   Universal cannula, for 62-00400, pointed tip 
62-00416   Universal Mandible cannula for 62-00400, trauma tip 
62-00412   Universal Mandible fracture plate holding forcep
62-00414   Universal Cheek retractor, with light source 
62-00442   Universal Mandible variable cheek retractor, with light source 
62-00542  Universal 2.0mm MP variable cheek retractor 
62-04230  Universal Mandible 2.0/2.3mm drill guide, centric
62-04231  Universal Mandible 2.0/2.3mm drill guide, eccentric
62-08430   Universal Mandible depth gauge, black
62-08502   2.0mm MP cannula for 62-00400
62-08506  Universal 2.0mm MP trocar for 62-00400 
62-08508   Universal 2.0mm MP drill guide
62-08530   Universal 2.0mm MP, depth gauge, black
01-03730  Spare cable only, diameter 5.5mm, 185cm/72.8in. long

Drill bits
Part number  Description
60-15520  1.5 x 108mm, 20mm working length, Stryker end 
60-15620  1.5 x 110mm, 20mm working length, color depth marks 
60-16135   1.6x115mm, 35mm working length, Stryker end
60-16620   1.6x110mm, 20mm working length, color depth marks 
60-19135   1.9x115mm, 35mm working length, Stryker end 
60-19620   1.9x110mm, 20mm working length, color depth marks 

 Containers
Part number  Description
60-13026   Universal II Mandible instrument tray
29-13046  Universal Orthognathic instrument tray
29-13072  Universal 2.0mm MP instrument tray
29-13905  Universal Select trocar instrument tray

Ordering information
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This document is intended solely for the use of healthcare professionals. A surgeon must always rely on his or her own professional clinical judgment when 
deciding whether to use a particular product when treating a particular patient. Stryker does not dispense medical advice and recommends that surgeons be 
trained in the use of any particular product before using it in surgery.
The information presented is intended to demonstrate a Stryker product. A surgeon must always refer to the package insert, product label and/or instructions 
for use, including the instructions for cleaning and sterilization (if applicable), before using any Stryker product. Products may not be available in all markets 
because product availability is subject to the regulatory and/or medical practices in individual markets.
Please contact your Stryker representative if you have questions about the availability of Stryker products in your area. Stryker Corporation or its divisions 
or other corporate aff iliated entities own, use or have applied for the following trademarks or service marks: Stryker, Together with our customers we are 
driven to make healthcare better. All other trademarks are trademarks of their respective owners or holders.
     
Devices may not have been licensed in accordance with Canadian Law.
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